Lithuanian IT companies have developed a significant amount of innovative public sector solutions. If you are looking for a solution for Government or Agriculture, Infrastructure or Healthcare - take a look at the solutions developed by Lithuanian IT companies.

Businesses go hand in hand with IT development. The two are integrated more than ever and require up-to-date solutions. Finance or Sales, Infrastructure or Cyber Security - Lithuanian IT solutions for business are worth your attention and time.

**WHY LITHUANIA?**

**Lithuania** is recognized as a hub for information and communication technologies (ICT) and further positioning itself as a center of excellence in cybersecurity, e-business and e-government solutions. Lithuanian ICT infrastructure is well known for its quality and high level of development.

In fact, it is among the best worldwide - our leading e-Government solutions are fully compliant with legislation and business regulations, Lithuania is placed among countries that have a very high e-Government development index (EGDI 2016) and we are #1 globally in fulfilling business requirements for ICT.

---

**e-LITHUANIA**

A Hub for Innovation

---

**ABOUT**

**e-Lithuania cluster**

e-Lithuania is a Lithuanian IT company cluster that aims to spread the word of Lithuania’s ICT sector potential, grow the competitiveness of the cluster members and offer eGovernment as well as eBusiness solutions to Lithuanian and international companies.

e-Lithuania cluster’s vision is to become a reliable and recognized IT company alliance, a partner, which creates innovative and competitive eGovernment and eBusiness solutions that build added value.

The cluster is comprised of 9 members: Agmis, Algoritmy sistemas, Alna, Asseco, Blue Bridge Code, Etronika, Hnit-Baltic, NRD CS and Iamus. Alongside cluster members stands Lithuania’s ICT association INFOBALT.

---

**STATISTICS**

1. **#9** in the EU in digital transformation
   eGovernment Benchmark, 2017

2. **50.2%** of ICT specialist in Lithuania are younger than 35 years of age
   Eurostat, 2017

3. **Fastest public Wi-Fi** in the world
   Rotten WiFi, November 2016

4. **1st globally** for digital/technological skills
   IMD World Competitiveness Yearbook, 2018
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CASE STUDIES

NRD Cyber Security

In 2016, NRD Cyber Security assisted Bangladesh Computer Council (BCC) in the establishment of the Bangladesh e-Government Computer Incident Response Team (BGD e-Gov CIRT). After the successful team launch, the need for increased maturity was identified and BCC CIRT LAB was established to provide BGD e-Gov CIRT with additional OSINT, incident investigation, education and scientific applied approach capabilities. As the team was growing and recognised the importance of cyber visibility and oversight of Critical Information Infrastructures (CIIs) at national level in Bangladesh, NRD Cyber Security has created and started the deployment of cyber sensor technology.

Alna Business Solutions

Alna Government Finance is a complete financial management and accounting solution for government institutions, which enables transparent management of the budget and its execution.

agmis innovative IT solutions

Agmis has helped create the AOK Bundesverband, the German State Health Insurance. Two disease prevention applications have been developed to help German citizens. Gesund-Genießen-App encourages the change of eating habits - recommends recipes that form the shopping baskets of users. Vorsorge-App, in accordance with the user’s age, health history, etc. recommends preventive checks and helps you to sign up for appointments with a specialist he/she might need.

E- Government solutions

Electronic Election Information System and Services

Electronic services for job seekers and employers

Security Operating Centers (SOC) Services

Mandatory Health Insurance Information System

Electronic Services for Registration of Legal Entities

More: http://e-lithuania.eu/digitalgovernment/

E- Business solutions

Electronic Declaration System

Omnichannel Digital Banking Platform

Freight and Goods Information System

Taxpayers Electronic Education, Counselling and Information Service System

Platform for mobile ID (wireless PKI) and e-signature

More: http://e-lithuania.eu/digitalbusiness/

CLUSTER COMPANIES

POWERED BY:

Alna Business Solutions

Smartivus

NRD Cyber Security

www.e-lithuania.eu

info@e-lithuania.eu

+370 5 262 2623